
BenQ TW533(9H.JG877.34E)
TW533 DLP,WXGA,3300 AL,High Contrast Ratio 15,000:1,1.2x zoom,10000 hrs lamp life (SmartEco
mode),SmartEco,3D via HDMI,1.9kg,2W speaker,Noise level:29dB (eco mode),HDMI 1.4a x 2,Brilliant
color,color carton

Tailor-made for simple,reliable performance,BenQ TW533 combines bright big-picture quality,intuitive
hassle-free operation,and convenient digital connectivity with power savings.

Key Selling Points

Full HD 1080p
High native contrast for superior readability and subtle gradations
High brightness
Multiple HDMI and VGA inputs for universal connectivity
Vertical keystone correction for perfectly aligned images
Convenient outer adjustment feet
Maximum power savings with BenQ exclusive SmartEco technology
SmartEco mode
Eco Blank mode
LampSave mode

Product Features

Full HD 1080p
Showcase Full-HD content in sharp,1080p definition and enjoy Blu-ray,video games and HD broadcasting in beautiful,high-contrast quality
without downscaling or compression. The native resolution of the TW533 is 1366 x 768 (WXGA).
High native contrast for superior readability and subtle gradations
Powerful 15,000:1 native contrast enabled by state-of-the-art DLP technology and all-glass optical lens systems deliver ultimate clarity,smooth
gradational mid-tone color transitions,and razor-sharp readability for compelling corporate visual communication.
High brightness
A 3200 lumens high-brightness projector ensures watching image in a relatively bright setting or even with a light-on environment. It is ideal
for home entertainment because you can watch sport games and movies with your family seeing their enjoyment.
Multiple HDMI and VGA inputs for universal connectivity
Dual HDMI inputs in addition to dual VGA inputs are purpose-engineered to host multiple presenters and their laptop or mobile devices without
a second thought. Multiple inputs enable meeting participants,teachers,and students to collaborate instantly without complicated adapters or
time-consuming IT support.
Vertical keystone correction for perfectly aligned images
Countering the trapezoid effect when the projector must be placed off-center,such as simple placement on top of a table,the vertical keystone
function adjusts the image for a professionally squared image. Keystone correction makes it simple to project ideally aligned images from a
variety of locations.
Convenient outer adjustment feet
Far superior to projectors with only one adjustment foot,the triple adjustment feet significantly enhance flexibility in a wide variety of meeting
rooms,with the additional feet placed at the corners or the projector to facilitate easy movement.
Maximum power savings with BenQ exclusive SmartEco technology
An exclusive BenQ SmartEco technology perfects DLP's energy saving capabilities,simultaneously delivering uncompromised
brightness,exquisite picture quality,optimized lamp life with reduced lamp usage and TCO. SmarEco enables corporations to minimize lamp
power consumption and maintenance costs through dynamic power saving features while bringing ultra-vivid viewing experiences into every
presentation.
SmartEco mode
Detecting the input content to determine the amount of brightness required for optimum color and contrast performance,SmartEco mode
reduces lamp power while delivering the finest image quality without compromise.
Eco Blank mode
Automatically deployed when the projector is turned on for over three minutes without a display source,Eco Blank mode eliminates
unnecessary energy waste and prolongs the life of the projector lamp,saving up to 70% lamp power and blanking the screen to focuse full
audience attention on the presenter or instructor.
LampSave mode
Fewer lamp replacements and maintenance translates into an overall lower cost of ownership. LampSave mode adjusts lamp power
dynamically according to content to extend projector lamp life up to 50% compared to normal mode.



Main Specifications

Product Description BenQ TW533 - DLP projector - portable - 3D

Device Type DLP projector - 720p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Built-in Devices Speaker

Microdisplay DarkChip 3

Brightness 3300 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio 15000:1

Resolution WXGA (1280 x 800)

Native Aspect Ratio 16:10

Bulb type UHP 203 Watt

Bulb life cycle Up to 4500 hour(s) / up to 10000 hour(s) (economic mode)

Video Input RGB,S-Video,composite video,component video (NTSC,SECAM,PAL)

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

Speakers Speaker(s) - integrated

Power AC 120/230 V (50/60 Hz)

Power Consumption
Operational 260 Watt

Dimensions (WxDxH) 33.24 cm x 21.43 cm x 9.9 cm

Weight 2.41 kg

Extended Specification

General

Device Type DLP projector - 720p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Built-in
Devices Speaker

Projector

Microdisplay DarkChip 3

Brightness 3300 ANSI lumens

Contrast
Ratio 15000:1

Image Size 152 cm - 762 cm

Throw Ratio 1.55 - 1.86:1

Resolution WXGA - WXGA (1280 x 800) (native) / 1920 x 1080 (resized)

Native
Aspect Ratio 16:10

Max Sync
Rate (V x H) 120 Hz x 102 kHz

Bulb type UHP 203 Watt

Bulb life
cycle Up to 4500 hour(s) / up to 10000 hour(s) (economic mode)

OSD
Languages

Danish,Hindi,Hungarian,Czech,Croatian,Indonesian,Thai,Chinese (traditional),Chinese
(simplified),English,German,French,Italian,Norwegian,Portuguese,Polish,Finnish,Swedish,Russian,Spanish,Dutch,Greek,Turkish,Arabic,Bulgarian,Romanian,Japanese,Korean

Features BrilliantColor,SmartEco Technology,Eco Blank,LampSave Mode,Razor-Sharp,Long Lasting



Lens

Lens
Aperture F/2.46-2.66

Zoom Factor 1.2x

Video Input

TV System NTSC,SECAM,PAL

Analogue
video Signal RGB,S-Video,composite video,component video

Video
Interfaces VGA,HDMI,component video,composite video,S-Video

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

Speakers

Type Integrated

Sound
Output Mode Mono

Output
Power /
Channel

2 Watt

Speakers 1 x mixed channel

Expansion /
Connectivity

Interfaces

2 x VGA / component video input - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)
1 x S-video input - 4 pin mini-DIN
1 x composite video input - RCA
2 x HDMI - 19 pin HDMI Type A
1 x USB - 4 pin USB Type B
1 x audio line-in - mini-phone 3.5 mm
1 x audio line-out - mini-phone 3.5 mm
1 x VGA output - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)
1 x serial RS-232 - 9 pin D-Sub (DB-9) (management)

Miscellaneous

Included
Accessories Wireless remote control

Cables
Included 1 x VGA cable

Security
Features Security lock slot (cable lock sold separately),security bar

Power

Power
Source A C

Nominal
Voltage AC 120/230 V (50/60 Hz)

Power
Consumption
Operational

260 Watt



Power
Consumption
Stand by

0.5 Watt

Dimensions
&Weight

Width 33.24 cm

Depth 21.43 cm

Height 9.9 cm

Weight 2.41 kg

Environmental
Parameters

Sound
Emission 32 dBA

Sound
Emission
(Economic
Mode)

29 dB

What's in the box

BenQ TW533
Wireless remote control
VGA cable

Product data is provided by CNET,we do not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material contained in this data sheet


